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I, a random internet stranger, completed every puzzle in this game, without any hints. Surely you won't let a random internet
stranger one-up you, right?

More seriously: This game is basically "Think Outside Of The Box: The Game". In almost every one of the 225 levels, you're
given a box to think your way out of. You start with some nice boxes, moving on to more evil boxes one by one. New mechanics
are introduced throughout the game, and the game wastes no time at all forcing you to use them in several utterly unorthodox
ways each.

The game has a very nonlinear worldmap, so if you get stuck on a few levels you can just go complete some other levels instead,
then come back with a fresh outlook and an epiphany waiting for you. You'll definitely be happy about this nonlinearity,
because this game, more than any other game, has the unique ability to make you think "This level is literally impossible". You
don't just get the feeling that it's just very hard and you haven't found the solution yet, you literally think "Yep, there's absolutely
no way this can be done." You're always wrong, of course. The correct statement would probably be "Yep, there's absolutely no
way this can be done using the techniques I am aware of". So you need a new technique, a new approach. And guess what: The
new approach is always outside the box. Sometimes outside several boxes at once.

The game is not unfair. The rules of the game are ridiculously simple. To solve the puzzles, you need to learn to understand them.
For each word in the game, you need to understand two things: what the word means, and what the word doesn't mean. The game
loves to mess with your preconceptions like that: for example if there's nothing on screen meaning "LAVA IS HOT", then lava isn't
hot, no matter how intimidating it looks.

If you're out of ideas on some level, try to think backwards. What needs to be where for YOU to WIN? What needs to happen to
achieve that? Very often, the game wants you to plan ahead and build a certain setup, one you can't just find through trial and
error, but one that becomes way more obvious when you think about what needs to have been done.

Later on in the game, you'll notice that the game has secretly begun to build more boxes around you while you were playing it. It
lulls you in, repeatedly shows you things you'll come to expect, acts like there is an underlying structure to things beyond just the
written rules. And then... it just starts subverting your expectations, mercilessly, one by one, without even breaking any of its rules.
It's absolutely magnificent to experience, and it's all your own fault for believing there are limits in the first place.

The game has an unlimited undo feature, and it's the one feature you'll use most in the game. You will live the undo, breathe it. It is
a good feature.

Now get to it, buy this game.. The entire game is basically the beginning part of Fallout: New Vegas.. best train ever. Hello! I am
Christiaan. The Senery Is Wonderfull,but! the plane that the developer have choice is not compatible for this airport.It would be
beter with a "Twin otter" or same type.This Airport need to be reach with powerfull planes with large wings so that the plane can
maintain a low approching speed(75kts TAS).Planes such as: Cessna,Beechraft,Money Bravo and same type can not land on this
airport because the minimum speed requiered is to high.Ex:appr-TAS:75kts=GS:90kts on 11500 fts.Lukla is provided With specific
planes and pilots trained specialy for this runway(30 rotations from Katmando a day by normal weather!!!!. First "game" I have
requested a refund on, and I got it for 75% off. For me it was to make a point, this should not be on steam. Especially for money! I
should have known better, it looked interesting but how wrong I was, 18 minutes of exploring was all I needed. Junk, please save
yourself 18 minutes and avoid.. Most brutal soundtrack i had ever listen. Feels like i am the most strongest gladiotor in the Roman
Empire. No one stands in my way. Everybody knee to me, afraid of my sword swing. You must listen soundtrack.
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I've been playing this indie rogue-like VR shooter for the past few hours and though it's certainly not the best game I've ever
played or anything, it's already one of my favourite VR games.
\t
It has a simple premise. You need to get from A to B in 15 minutes. The levels are randomly generated. Enemy robots stand in
your way. You don't have much ammo, but you can find more as you go. When you reach the end of the level, you get a new
random level.
\t
The game looks good for an indie game, but it does look like an indie game. It doesn't have the visual polish that Triple A games
have. Then again at $5 it doesn't have a Triple A pricetag either.

GOOD
* Good shooting and melee combat.
* Moving around using the thumb trackpad is pretty much the same as ONWARD and works well. And it didn't make me sick,
even after hours of playing. Being able to wander the ship properly, peeking around corners and not doing a dash-teleport thing
around really added to the immersion.
* The randomly generated levels give heaps of variety.
* A Star Wars-y visual style.
* Performance is great on my nvidia 1080.
* You have to reload in a sort of realistic way. I can imagine not everyone will like that but I do.
* It starts easy and then gets tough. It's pretty hard to reach Level 5.
* Dev is very active in the forums.

NOT SO GOOD
* Not enough kinds of enemy. While the dev says they're adding more, for now there are only two, a shooting robot and a melee
robot. It's a reasonable start, but it needs at least a couple more for variety I reckon.
* While the levels look good, they're a bit sparse on furnishings. Having more variety in rooms would improve this. So would
having more things to use as cover in the rooms.
* The enemy units look okay but not great.
* The AI is generally good but enemies sometimes get stuck on eachother.
* Loading levels seems to take a long time for some levels. Maybe because the dev is using Unity Personal Edition? Dunno, but
I was worried the game had crashed the first time.

It's indie and looks it, but it plays well and offers heaps of variety. If you can handle trackpad movement, do yourself a favour
and get it. Considering the pricetag, it's a bargain.. Ferrari !!!. UPDATE: After about four hours of play, I find this review I
originally made after the bartender quest is still valid. Still, even with a few problems and frustrations, I've played the game for
four hours, so it isn't all bad!

I've found the game feels very unpolished and clumsy, and if I had known the game was in this state, I would not have purchased
it. However, I love the premise of the game, and I'm going to hold onto this game rather than request a refund, in hopes the
developer will polish it up a bit and make it run smoother.

The framerate is terrible, and moving around it feels like the screen is constantly making tiny jumps, instead of smoothly
flowing with the motion of your character. The tutorial is barely adequate, with a talking cat helping you find your way along a
little. Combat was confusing to me, and my familiar "passed out" as well as myself passing out (-10 max health after awakening
in the tavern) and I have no idea how to see how much life my familiar has.

UPDATE on screen jumpiness: Turning off effects helped a bit, but I'm still having troubles, and my computer, although two
years old, isn't poor by any means... Still, I watched a couple videos on YouTube of this game, and noticed others are able to run
the game fine without the screen jumpiness I experience while moving.

In town, the menus are clumsy, and I learned the hard way I can't simply switch from purchasing to selling items, without first
exiting the purchase screen (by hitting esc) then hitting sell to get the sell menu. I ended up buying something I didn't need by
accident trying to switch screens instead.

I think this game might be fun after spending some more time getting used to how poor the UI is, and maybe taking some anti-
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seizure medication for the screen jumpiness. here is hoping the game improves with time and patches.. 10\/10 would make
G.O.A.T. puns whilst playing Gen again. 10\/10 DLC, took me about an hour and a half but I was rushing it and its not like I
had it on the hardest difficulty and I'm a high level BUT pretty good overall. Lots more demons to kill and lots more missions.
You get like 3 new skills which are pretty useful and two new weapons which aren't too bad, along with lots of free skillpoints,
although I still haven't maxed everything out. Fact is more free DLC = more SW2 to play, thanks Hog. I'd prefer some more
story missions at some point though if possible.. I was told that I could make any game I want
"Any game I want?" I had said
At that moment I knew what I had to do
I rushed over to my keyboard, grabbed a pint of alcohol, opened up the nearest version of gamemaker 6, and started violently
bashing my skull against the keyboard for the next 30 minutes.
And then it was finally done,
my dream game was complete,
Anime girl Or Bottle.. With an excellent soundtrack, creative story, and graphics that represent some of the best of 1997, this is
well worth having a look at (or returning to after many years !). The game functions fine as a standalone title, delivering
improved gameplay and graphics over its predecessor with thematic events, puzzles, and locations that amount to a generally
engaging experience.

Movement mechanics are somewhat (okay very) wonky by today's standards, and the camera leaves a bit to be desired, but this
is an under-rated adventure game that's well deserving of a place in classic PC game canon.

Highly recommended.. Be warned, this game has absolutely nothing to do with AutoRegressive Moving Average models..
[Revised 11 June 2015]

Trapped Dead: Lockdown is a rock-solid, kill-the-zombies game that doesn't take itself too seriously. The dialogue, scenery, and
characters are all cartoonish without being cartoony. The combat is fun, franetic, and delightfully gory, yet requires some
tactical considerations, not simple button mashing. I can't tell you if you'll like it, but I can tell you that the very first time I
played it, i played it for 3 hours straight.
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